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Gaming has evolved in recent decades, from cartridges to compact discs and finally to various types of consoles. From action to horror-themed games, countless genres are currently available to all game enthusiasts. Sometimes, however, nothing better than a great racing game played on your beloved PC. The best
games in they are incredibly appealing, from sounds and design to graphic fidelity; many of them offer players with great photorealism so they can imagine their hands on a real wheel, buzzing past competitors, towards the finish line. There is no set and an easy way to select the best PC racing games as they all differ
immensely; from the genre to the screen and even the feeling they provide. This is why after a thorough investigation and comparison, we have presented you with a list of some excellent PC racing games that you can jump into, start your engine and race away. Some of these games offer players with online challenges,
while others allow you to team up with friends for an adrenaline-fuelled racing challenge. Adjust your seats and don't forget to buckle up for some of the best car racing games of your life. The best racing games Thanks to the power of Kinect for Xbox 360, the Forza Motorsport 4 allows players to revel in their passion for
cars by taking daring and innovative jumps in the racing genre. The developers of this game have delivered a solid variety of racing cars, backed by stunning graphics, innovative social interactions and new challenges and tracks. This Xbox racing game offers players with an experience like never before. And all social
interactions are possible through Xbox LIVE. The Forza 4 takes players to the British field where they can compete in traditional races, co-op campaigns, seasonal championships, endurance tests and stunt jumping tests in a variety of vehicles that boast speed and style. If you are a love of all things vintage, this game
also offers the opportunity to experience the joy of classic cars like modified traffic vans and hypercars. There is even the iconic range of Aston Martin vehicles found in a James Bond car park (yes, it exists!). With each changing season, you can adapt your car and drive, as your car will react to items like ice on roads
and wet leaves. You'll have to be a master of all seasons if you expect to record some of the best track times. Visually stunning open world full of activities Features over 450 licensed vehicles A remarkable amount of detail and visual variety Events Forzathon Live events are tedious It takes a while, although the replay
finally sets in the installation takes 3 hours Are you looking for intensity? Bold new challenges? Or a car racing game that is wonderfully authentic in its own way? You'll want to give the Project Cars game a unit. Considered one of the most technically advanced games on the planet, ps4 car games offer players enough
excitement for the year. This one in particular has graphics and handling world class, low tuning and a functional pit stop, as well as an innovative dynamic time-of-day function that comes along with a weather system. To play, you must create a driver, select your preferred motorsport, and then sign your first contract.
Triumph in high gears during your careers, achieving many vital goals and ultimately entering the Hall of Fame. This with offers from other teams, endososos, as well as special invitations. Whatever car you're passionate about, Project CARS has it, whether it's a go-kart, open wheel, GT, road cars and even American
muscle cars. The best part is that more cars are added to the existing collection regularly, so you never run out of options. Take part in global time trial challenges or challenge your friends to a race for real-world prizes. Immersive graphics Variety of tracks, cars and disciplines Driving feels great odd faults Controls
require little or no orientation settings on complex mechanics Be fearless with the game DiRT 4. This is one of the best PC racing games in existence that fully captures the excitement, excitement and passion of off-road racing in every scene and visual. We all know that off-road racing is an activity in which bravery joins
the reward, where perfect curves are not right and where you experience exciting moments while making two-second decisions that can make or break your career. With a large selection of cars and tracks, the DiRT 4 game features a slight update to the DiRT Rally, with beautiful graphic illustrations. Unlike its
predecessor, this game is extremely easy to use and can be played by a variety of drivers with various skills set, thanks to its easy-to-use game ranges. The many routes are based on five locations, Spain, Australia, Michigan, Wales and Sweden. Some of the cars made available to players include the Audi Sports
Quattro, Ford Fiesta and the Subaru WRX STI NR4. The DiRT game is the official game of the FIA World Rallycross Championship. Caters good for simulation and player audience Your scenario offers almost infinite replayability Attractive game for all skill levels Team Building still feels shallow No VR support Visually a
little bland If you've played the Force 4 and fell in love with it, wait until you get your hands on the Forza 5! Starring some of the best tracks and cars in the world, this is a PC game that has been restructured from the ground up to significantly harness the great power of the cloud in addition to the Xbox One. It is an
excellent game that offers the thrill of wide eyes racing better than any other game. With Forza 5, you're one with the game, and you feel like you're driving in the game. The forza 5 racing game for PC features a new graphics engine that offers texture that can be felt and air can be tasted at 60 frames per second and a
resolution of 1080p. All cars used in this game are selected by Top gear experts, ensuring that you are always impressed with their This game includes 17 next-generation tracks, plus ten bonus downloadable cars, including new imports, sports cars, open wheel racing cars and exotic extremes. Overall, he is one of the
best Xbox one racing games. Your stage offers almost infinite replayability Game for all skill levels It feels sublime Team Building still feels shallow No VR support Visually a little bland Everyone has at a point in their lives, meet Mario. He is a trusted game character who has been at the heart of many decades for
decades. Play Mario Kart 8 Deluxe anywhere, anytime. Get out on the road with this definitive version of this cool car game, competing with your friends or engaging them in a revised battle mode in new or returning battle courses. While playing this game in TV mode, you can play locally in multiplayer mode for up to 4
players. This game features new courses like Battle Stadium and Underground Urn Pass, and also welcomes back camps like GCN Luigi Mansion and SNES 1 Battlefield. There are also many new characters found in the Mario Kart 8 Deluxe such as King Boo, Inkling Boy &amp; Girl, Dry Bones and Bowser Jnr that take
the game to higher levels of entertainment. Thanks to the handheld mode of this racing game, you can play freely anywhere, anytime you feel itchy. Adding Battle Mode is an excellent feature Many challenges are available for all additional Help skill levels for beginners work a delight Many players can opt for a new Mario
Kart in the switch's inability to change the colors of the Remote Modes balloons The goal of Trackmania Turbo is to have tremendous fun while chasing the fastest time. Trackmania Turbo's arcade racing universe will keep you coming back for one last lap at a time, thanks to its highly playable tracks, easy to learn but
hard to master. Delve into the fantasy world of wild cars from this racing game and discover the ultimate time attack racing experience. The Trackmania Turbo features over 200 head pivot tracks, set in four beautiful environments, each with a unique gameplay style. This racing game has the arcade feel and brings back
the nostalgia of runners with music and even crew vocals. The track builder feature in this game provides you with over two hundred tracks and still allows you to challenge your friends as well as other players in the community by designing or efficiently generating crazy personal paths that can be shared in online
communities. Even hundreds of players can join an online payment room, and the ultimate goal is to run for the fastest lap time, and not just the finish line. It is rewarding, intense and highly competitive, a breath of fresh air for the genre racing. Addictive time trial game full of modes and tracks Smooth online game Can
be relentless and frustrating Doesn't it do enough that it's substantially new tedious game Think you have speed? Prove your skills in the Most Sought After Speed Need by thinking and outperating the police. Compete and reign over the best street racers on the scene, even as they intensify their tactics, vehicles and
technology, to earn their respect climb to the top of the blacklist. Use your record times to build your background sheet, filling it even more with your epic races and wild stunts in starting headlines. With the new performance tuning options in this PC racing game, you can fine tune your trip into a safe home when you are
not strong enough to compete against a sports car. This game is so real; photorealism will put you on display. You can almost smell the asphalt burn as it squeals and drifts. Whether you want to pimp your trip or lose cops, there are extensive visual customizations available to you. The most sought after Speed Need
environments are high for challenging chases and races, and make driving from the police more fun than ever in real life! Various types of racing cars customizable challenging levels unrealistic screen tedious chases repetitive stages Another revolutionary racing game is the Assetto Corsa game on the PlayStation 4. It is
a game developed by a small Italian developer in early 2013. In a short span of a year, this game became a word-of-mouth hit among many players, thanks to its authenticity and physical simulations. This is easily read as a typical helpless story with a lot of reality. Six months after its outstanding fame, Assetto Corsa
developers announced the inclusion of a console, making it one of the best, if not the best, PC racing games. With over twenty tracks and a hundred cars to select from, there's no doubt that the Assetto Corsa is the console driving simulator you've been looking for. From the laser-measured tracks of this game to the

meticulousness of your car handling, every aspect has been designed to focus and emphasize pure physical realism and precision accuracy. Popularly known as The Racing Simulator, this is a game where cars are king. In this game you can find realistic models from some prestigious car manufacturers like Ferrari,
McLaren, Fiat, Lamborghini, Lotus and the Mercedes Benz. If you are a player with a unique racing style, your favorite cars can be easily modified to suit you and meet your needs. In addition, the ability of players to adjust the race settings and handling of each car in the game helps them deepen their gaming and racing
experience. The adjustment skills and other features offered to players not only offer a genuine and exciting racing experience, but also help generate the realism for which assetto Corsa is world-renowned. Fantastic physics and handling Immersion multiplayer driving Poor Dull career mode, confusing presentation Some
bugs We have reviewed in detail the new forza racing game and its immediate predecessor, but the Forza 3 has and will always be one of the successful PC racing games in the history of the genre. With this game, each player gets to experience one of the most realistic races realistic that is made available. With over
400 of the most beloved cars on the planet to choose from and over a hundred real-world renowned tracks including exotic road courses from around the world, this is a game where dreams are given and made. In Forza 3, your breathing is carried away by advanced vehicle simulation and HD graphics. It also features
adjustable skill levels along with a number of driving assists that make the game addictive for players of all ages and skill levels. Try your hands on this fantastic simulation game and have fun drifting and racing or just smashing everyone in your way. Additional features of this game include user-generated content and
Xbox LIVE for online gaming communities. Amazing 350+ Forzavista selection of Xbox Play Anywhere cars and cross-play with Visually stunning graphics sync create a charming atmosphere Online Adventure/ Freeroam still limited to 12 players Drone Mode Camera needed a double turbo and increased height You
can't place custom checkpoints or multiple waypoints inspired by the award-winning Disney Pixar movie, Cars 3, the Cars 3: Driven to Win is a next generation game designed for all kinds of players, regardless of their ages or skill set. Adjust your mirrors and get ready for an action-packed new adventure with stars like
Cruz Ramirez and Lightning McQueen. Together you will train and prepare for a race against rival ace and archrival Jackson Storm. Experience competitive racing at its best as you master your driving skills for the world's top-class competition. This game allows you to play with over 20 customizable characters, including
veterans and the next generation of runners. All of the film's iconic locations like Florida International Speedway and Radiator Springs make an appearance in this game on over 20 tracks. To get the highest score, try to perform as many stunts as possible and also take air while using a variety of power-ups to remove as
many shock karts as possible. Tailor-made for the ultimate racing challenge. The variety of Hall of Fame game mode challenges solid racing Do not take advantage of the concept that cars are the characters Too much dependence on nitro and get more nitro Voice acting Another game 'Need for Speed' makes its way on
our list, the Need for Speed Revenge. You and your crew gather in the underworld of Fortune Valley, for a quest for revenge against The House, a cartel that rules both criminals and cops. To earn underground respect for the Valley, you must play a variety of and events, taking the place of characters like Mac, the
Showman, Tyler the Runner and Jess, the Wheelman. Each driver is given some missions, races and challenges that will secure them a place in the ultimate competition, where they compete to finally take down The House. In this game, you can create walks with visual customization. Enjoy the numerous races in
varied environments such as deserts, canyons, mountains and the city itself. You can even connect via Autolog to play with friends and rivals, to claim the latest bragging rights. With your car at the center of everything you do, keep winning to see your level rise against many players around the world. Have you figured
out what to get your little one as a Christmas present? Keep your options open by including Need for Speed Payback in your list of possible purchases. Solid and simple upgrade paths match the theme of the game's genetic demonstration The extensive map offers players space for high speeds and stunts Solid Racing
The nitrous mechanics does not work well The completely ruined voice action loot boxes Need for customization of Speed car performance The DriveClub PC racing game is one designed with the inspiration of various regions and roads around the world. All the race tracks found in this game feature many different
challenges for each driver therefore, no two individuals get the same experience. This racing game is designed to have a good time with your friends, and is one you've never experienced before. It highlights the importance of teamwork, and encourages you and your friends to work, win and earn points together while
enjoying the excitement that every race and track offers you. To find out what DRIVE CLUB is all about, you can opt for faster solo racing, or create a racing club made up of you and your friends, where you share experiences while keeping up to date on team performance. The cars presented in DRIVECLUB are not only
powerful, but also carefully designed; are shown in exceptional detail both inside and outside the vehicle. If you like to play in groups, you can customize your car in the garage to show the colors of your club as you run the track. Contains extensive vr game content racing is fun with arcade handling is great to be able to
live around your driving seat Game Graphics Effects Technical issues with weather display settings h tedious chases The Forza Horizon 4 racing game for PCs introduces players to a different world Exciting. It's one of the best Xbox one racing games that is continuously updated, with new content being added weekly.
Each week brings with it a new season, and with that new gameplay, themed content, challenges and ultimately rewards. Seasons change everything in this shared open world. Experience for the first time in the gender and driving, the beautiful scenery, with over 450 cars available for your collection and become one of
Britain's historic Horizon Superstars. Explore Britain and see it in a way you've never had before. Experience the valleys, castles, lakes and all the breathtaking landscapes in fantastic 4k and HDR native resolutions. Deciding between playing solo and teaming up to play cooperatively. You can take part in casual fun by
joining the team's multiplayer or take on the best in the world by joining the ranked teams. Choose your path to become a Horizon superstar, racing, stunts, creation or exploration. Great Map A variety of Vehicles Sound, graphics, lead to individual re-carriages after a tedious time repetitive stage chases The Crash
Bandicoot series has a hilarious addition to its game collection, the Crash Tag Team Racing. With a mix of RPG, action and, of course, racing, this game features a crazy plot, silly characters and many secrets that will increase your thirst for adventure and encourage you to discover every corner in your worlds. You can
purchase items such as vehicle upgrades and outfits by making every power crystal and coins available to you. There are also Die-O-Branches that must be searched in their many equally hilarious mini-games. In this game, a new shock technology has been introduced; In case two vehicles crash, they merge to create a
supercar equipped with a powerful turret gun. Players have the option to fire a weapon on board or get behind the wheel to drive after a showdown. Outside the car, players can still explore the many worlds on foot while unlocking bonus tracks by collecting upgrades for their vehicles. Great Voiceover Stunt Mode is quite
entertaining A variety of vehicles all races lack interesting features Fetch-quests do to dis-appoint attacks of exhibits require a Zip variety around the medieval castle walls at Sonic &amp; Sega All-Stars Racing and explore stunning new circuits including Curien Mansion, Sonic Hill Seaside and Blizzard Castle while
wounding under the lush canopies of the jungle , or tear through the bustling cityscapes. Face challenges like the evil Dr Eggman, Friend of Samba and AiAi of Super Monkey Ball. Jostle against these and more problems, about twenty of them in total, and stay ahead in your unique vehicle. By throwing some character
moves or dodging traps, you can make about twenty tracks spanning various Sega games like House of the Dead, Sonic the Hedgehog, Samba De Amigo and many more. There are also weapons like boxing gloves, Mario Kart, rockets and stars that turn your world upside down. The weapons found in this kids car game
can be used on the track to stay ahead of all your opponents, especially if you don't have the best default players in the game. Dynamic courses and game modes settings Smooth controls and visual handling can obscure your view The AI of boring and generic items can sometimes be too difficult to drive through many
different terrains from the intense weather-hit rally stages of Africa, Europe and the US. The DiRT 3 offers all the gears, mud and sweat of around the world and boasts more locations, more cars, more events and more routes than any other game available in the series. In this racing game, the rally returns with twice its
initial content, making this game action packed and addictive for players from all over the world. Featured in this game is a new Gymkhana event where players can test control of their car by pushing to the limit through drifting, jumping and spinning-drying their way to starvation. And there is an additional advantage for
which all players can experience what it's like to run in the snow. All the rallies in this game come in various stages, and feature locations from the jungles of Kenya to the heart of Scandinavia. This is one of the most exciting and engaging games with quality graphics and great physics, and worth your time. The DiRT 3 is
a game that can be obtained as a gift for any game enthusiast who loves a lot of racing action. It could be your son, your brother or yourself. Whoever you choose, they definitely deserve it. Superlative quality racing game Offline split-screen is brilliantLy addictive score challenges Grittier the muddier look is less fun Menu
screens are a bit drab Unleash your creativity with the Shift 2 Unleashed. This limited edition racing game allows you to customize both for the show or to win. You are given a try in this game to create firearms-breathing some of the world's most elite high performance vehicles. Customization can be done anywhere, on
the engine, suspension, bodywork and other parts of your vehicle. This game features an all-new helmet that offers an unprecedented feeling of speed by recreating realistic movements of the driver's head. From terrifying night races and authentic car and crash physics to the look and feel of tracks and cars, this game
features the European GT3 Championship and FIA GT1 World Championship and also includes real-world drivers for a realistic result. To share your racing experience with friends and other drivers around the world, you can use the revolutionary system, Autolog. Have fun, play hard, connect with others about your
racing career and enjoy the best gaming experience you can imagine playing Shift 2- Unleashed. Sim races that feel fast Selecting a variety of events is possible by the player. Fully customizable cars Anti-aggressive physics can brutally punish errors Do not rewind the Bad off-track graphics feature Catch throughout the
action by participating in the ultimate racing experience with Blur. This is a racing game that will a heartbreaking and electrifying action, with twenty cars running across the finish line first. The battle is crazy, engaging and intense, with Blur. This game features defensive shields, the ability of players to fly their opponent's
cars out of the way, nitro speed increases and and that create significantly realistic destruction. Blur is developed to allow a four-player split screen that takes all the action to the next level. You can compete with your friends and experience the thrill of cooperation and solo challenges as you take on individual games or
high-intensity competitions for fun. Blur's story is storyed in an innovative and unique way, with a community-based interface that surpasses the game itself. This together with fast-cornered games, hair-lifting jumps and alternative stealth routes make Blur one of the best non-stop racing games that ever exist on the
market. The online multiplayer mode is awesome in the race differentiated objectives of the game of other power-ups drivers allow the strategic depth A player gets tedious chases Odd glitches The PSG Gran Turismo 5 XL Edition is the definitive version of the fast selling game, the GT5. This game features a generous
variety of racing styles, with examples of rally, road, drift and NASCAR. The full version of the game introduces players to an unprecedented collection of over 1000 cars, with active community and online racing features, all in Gran Turismo's cutting-edge graphics. Challenge your friends and members of the online racing
community to compete in your custom race room system featuring voice chat for the last day of track. Gran Turismo 5's endless car collection includes supercars, exotic imports and muscle cars. On the game disc is Specification 2.0, where you are given access to all the downloadable updates of the game that allow you
to play the game at the optimum quality level. This game is intense, addictive and full of activities that will leave you glued to your screen for many hours. Best Photo Mode Locations Top Gear Test Track Car Trading / Team Building Sharing still feels shallow No VR support Visually a little rough The collection of Omega
Wipeout racing games is from God, for lack of a better word. We start the review from the soundtrack, which sounds absolutely amazing, thanks to it being completely remastered. Enjoy this new soundtrack that includes electronic delights from The Prodigy, DJ Kentaro, The Chemical Brothers and Swedish House Mafia.
This is a game with 46 unique ships, 26 reversible circuits and nine game modes from the 2058 Wipeout, Fury and Wipeout HD. While online you can take part in an epic 8-player battle race or take all the fun offline challenging a friend to a split-screen showdown. This collection includes the remastered game, 4 PS4
avatars and the new racing boat Uber. You'll be delirious, you'll be in, and your face will probably melt from how fantastic this game is. After a race, you'll be stinging for one last race, one previous circuit and one last challenge. You can never get enough! As good a technical sample for PS4 as you're likely to find Super
responsive System has rarely been improved A brilliant showcase for HDR gaming game on Elite difficulty, and time trials and speed laps are wild the 2048 race is not as pure or addictive as the HD Wipeout voice performance welcome to the need for Speed Undercover racing game, where you are the hunter and the
hunted. You never saw the story go like this. You never knew you'd end up being the one who would risk everything by taking control of the wheel in an attempt to wipe out this international criminal syndicate by infiltrating his group. You're in a hot chase, and the person you're looking for is a maniac, moving behind the
wheel like his life is in danger. And chances are it is. You increase your speed to match yours because it has all the information you need. Behind you, you're being chased by a fleet of police cars, their siren in the quiet night, interrupting the once peaceful neighborhood. They will not make your pursuit easier therefore,
you have to use all your skills and knowledge to take down the enemy while escaping the law, to bring back peace by unlocking many truths and countless secrets. Huge area to explore Great Online Multiplayer Awesome Car List Boring FMV Sequences Dull Plot Easy AI Burnout Paradise is the only game built from
scratch by Game Developer Criterion. It has a new, magnificent and expansive world where players can roll through anywhere they like. Discover the many stunts, jumps and shortcuts in Rock Paradise City smashing your way through more than 250 miles of open road. Use your knowledge of the city to open your way
to glory in 120 unique events, and locate the fastest routes as you drop over all your rivals. This game allows you to play alone in challenges against your friends or team to complete over 4300 online challenges. Bring a different meaning to show time crashing, spinning, and wrecking your car anywhere and anytime,
leaving a trail in its trail. You can set many speed records, not forgetting the destruction, all over the city. Manufacturing and breaking the rules of the road is freedom only given in this game, and you even get to track your loot against that of your friends. Technically Solid Port The reset feature makes life easier The
perfect intermediate game Still can't load your own music into the game Party Pack disappointing content OpenWorld racing can be overwhelming, irritating DJ full of endless amounts of racing, the Midnight Complete Edition Club: Los Angeles is similar in many respects to Burnout Paradise. This game is designed keep
players busy always because as soon as you finish one race, you'll receive an alert from another. All the cars in this game have been intricately detailed, with the most realistic representation of Los Angeles to get to the scene of the game. It features a custom soundtrack, but allows players to create their own as an
added option. With its self-difficulty setting, you can experience robust and safe games, but keep in mind that difficult games are extremely crazy and can make you feel frustrated more than once. This is a great racing game for PC, and it is a perfect choice for those who need an arcade runner. Working on problems is a
breeze car handling is always balanced Game is uninterrupted Being garbage talked about by conceited street racers expensive customization rates (painting) unstable turns in the game The Colin McRae Rally is one of the best car games for kids that allows players to drive some of the most diverse rally cars while
taking them through a full professional race. Experience real progression and rewards through personal challenges provided by 23 individual rally events. With this series of non-linear problem games, Cups, Super Cups, Shields and Championships, you can complete any occasion with the best. The cars featured in this
game range from rear wheels, 4-wheel classics, 2-wheel drives, and many more. Colin McRae's landscape and damage images have been modified and improved in such a way that if you're going to crash into a tree, you'll see some leaves fall as the trunk shudders. Overall, it is definitely a great choice if you are after
the best car games for kids. Game Modes Single-cartridge model multiplayer physical mode Bad menu Textures low res Old Rise game to be the champion you were born to be forging your own path to glory with the Playstation 4 F1 2016. This is an online racing game designed to take you on an exciting track trip in the
world of Formula One racing. For the first time in the history of PC games, the iconic Virtual Security Car and Security Car have been included for much longer gameplay. The F1 game does more than offer you the best track experience; it takes you behind the scenes, to all the drama that is created when you work with
an engineer, agent and a team to advance your career as a runner. It also interacts with the engineering team to develop your car for better performances, sponsorship agreements and higher ratings. This great life spans about ten seasons with each season offering a more exciting experience than the previous one. The
best part of F1 is your AI. One of the best in the gaming industry so far, the AI of this game is an incredibly smart entity. All drivers in the game are brilliant and not too aggressive. Master players have identified this game as the most in-depth Formula One game that has been developed in after the endless commitments
made between the development and the immersion cycle by the game developer. The F1 2016 may not currently be a perfect PC racing game, however, you are already working wonders through the small settings added, to bring excitement to players around the world. Attractive career mode Challenging driving and AI
Great in terms of Clunky cinematic AI design may be silly Some bugs found by critics go ahead and enjoy a good racing game on your PC by selecting our long, impressive list of new car games. No matter what you need, whether it's a game with gorgeous graphics, or one that offers you endless tracks and many classic
vehicles, there's an option for you. Games are more fun when playing in a group, so try as hard as possible to be careful with games that allow you to join online communities or invite your friends for some racing challenges. Another factor to consider is compatibility. Make sure that the game you select is available in a
version that is compatible with your machine, to avoid delays or crashes that, in turn, can damage your device. Related Post: Best Toy Cars and Best Electric Car for Kids Sources: Racing Video Game - Wikipedia How to Choose a Racing Game - wiki How to Add Your Automotive Council Rating and Product Products
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